It has long been recognised that polyploid species do not always neatly fall into the categories of autoor allopolyploid, leading to the term 'segmental allopolyploid' to describe everything in between. The meiotic behaviour of such intermediate species is not fully understood, nor is there consensus as to how to model their inheritance patterns. In this study we used a tetraploid cut rose (Rosa hybrida) population, genotyped using the 68K WagRhSNP array, to construct an ultra-high-density linkage map of all homologous chromosomes using methods previously developed for autotetraploids. Using the predicted bivalent configurations in this population we quantified differences in pairing behaviour among and along homologous chromosomes, leading us to correct our estimates of recombination frequency to account for this behaviour. This resulted in the re-mapping of 25 695 SNP markers across all homologues of the seven rose chromosomes, tailored to the pairing behaviour of each chromosome in each parent. We confirmed the inferred differences in pairing behaviour among chromosomes by examining repulsionphase linkage estimates, which also carry information about preferential pairing and recombination. Currently, the closest sequenced relative to rose is Fragaria vesca. Aligning the integrated ultra-dense rose map with the strawberry genome sequence provided a detailed picture of the synteny, confirming overall co-linearity but also revealing new genomic rearrangements. Our results suggest that pairing affinities may vary along chromosome arms, which broadens our current understanding of segmental allopolyploidy.
INTRODUCTION
Polyploids are generally divided into two types -autopolyploids and allopolyploids. There continues to be debate about the definition of these categories, namely, whether they should be defined by their (presumed or known) mode of origin or their (observed) mode of inheritance (Ramsey and Schemske, 1998) , otherwise described as the taxonomic or genetic definitions, respectively (Doyle and Egan, 2010) . According to the taxonomic definition, polyploids are distinguished by their number of founder species (one in the case of autopolyploids, two or more in the case of allopolyploids), whereas the genetic definition distinguishes polysomic inheritance resulting from random pairing of chromosomes during meiosis (autopolyploid) from disomic inheritance resulting from non-random or preferential pairing (allopolyploid) (Doyle and ShermanBroyles, 2016) .
Theoretically, at least, it has long been recognised that there may also be intermediate forms of polyploidy, variously termed segmental allopolyploidy (Stebbins, 1947) , partial preferential pairing (Wu et al., 1992) , incomplete polysomy (Guimarães et al., 1997) , heterosomy (Roux and Pannell, 2015) or mixosomy (Soltis et al., 2016) . In these intermediate categories, the genetic definition (i.e. pairing behaviour during meiosis) takes precedence ( Figure 1a ). This pairing behaviour is primarily important as it determines the extent of recombination between homologues or homoeologues, providing a diagnostic of the type of polyploidy (Parisod et al., 2010; Doyle and Sherman-Broyles, 2016) . Furthermore, it may influence our ability to produce linkage maps and subsequently perform accurate quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis, which is of importance for both fundamental and applied plant research. Understanding the pairing behaviour of polyploid species is also relevant for the study of genome evolution upon genome duplication.
Various ornamental crops, Rosa species in particular, have a long history of hybridisation and polyploid formation between and within species to generate the diversity of cultivars we have today . This breeding and selection is likely to have contributed to differences in homology between various chromosomes, thought to play a role in meiotic pairing behaviour (Bingham and Gillies, 1971; Lentz et al., 1983) . Pairing in other species has been shown to be under genetic control, for example the Ph1 locus of hexaploid wheat (Okamoto, 1957; Riley and Chapman, 1958) or the PrBn locus in Brassica napus (Jenczewski et al., 2003; Nicolas et al., 2009 ), but may also be influenced by environmental factors (Bomblies et al., 2015) . Despite some advances in our understanding of polyploid meiotic regulation, there remain many unanswered questions, particularly in species with mixed inheritance types.
Genetic mapping in rose
The genus Rosa consists of a highly complex and muchdebated phylogeny, divided into four subgenera, of which the subgenus Rosa comprises over 95% of all species (Wissemann and Ritz, 2005) . Rosa is generally divided into ten sections, four of which (Synstylae, Gallicanae, Indicae and Pimpinellifoliae) have contributed to the gene pool of the domesticated rose . Rosa hybrida, or the hybrid tea rose, is nowadays the most well-known and commercially important representative of the genus and has a complex mixture of hybrid perpetuals derived from China rose, Noisettes (Rosa chinensis), Bourbons as well as Rosa gallica and Rosa alba, and tea roses (Rosa 9 odorata) in its pedigree (Koning-Boucoiran et al., 2012; Liorzou et al., 2016) . Given this complexity of origin, it is not surprising that it remains a poorly understood species genetically (Debener and Linde, 2009) . Studies of the mode of inheritance of wild tetraploid rose populations have found evidence for both disomic and tetrasomic behaviour (Wissemann and Ritz, 2005; Joly et al., 2006) . Tetrasomic inheritance is generally assumed for R. hybrida (Gar et al., 2011) with the possibility of some preferential pairing (KoningBoucoiran et al., 2012) , although this has never been quantified. A large number of publications have studied linkage mapping in Rosa, including an integrated map at the diploid level (Spiller et al., 2011 ) and maps at the tetraploid level (Gar et al., 2011; Koning-Boucoiran et al., 2012; Vukosavljev et al., 2016) , but none have taken full account of its pairing behaviour. An initiative is under way to sequence the genome of the diploid species R. chinensis (Bendahmane et al., 2016) , for which ultra-high-density genetic linkage maps will be likely to provide useful information for connecting and orientating scaffolds (Bartholom e et al., 2015) . (b) Hypothesised model to account for variable rates of preferential pairing along a chromosome. If preferential pairing initiation (telomeric bouquet formation) is confined to one end of the chromosome, random pairing between the other telomeres can lead to both bivalent and multivalent pairing as shown. Some degree of preferential pairing is still expected given that pairing between one set of telomeres is highly preferential; this agrees with the observations of integrated consensus map 1 of P1. 
Identifying and quantifying preferential pairing
Identifying pairing preferences to help formulate a model of meiosis has been a long-standing challenge for researchers. The earliest methods to determine pairing behaviour were cytological and relied on counting the frequency of bivalents and multivalents during diakinesis or metaphase I of meiosis (Lentz et al., 1983; Sybenga, 1994) , under the assumption that allopolyploids should exhibit more bivalent pairing than autopolyploids. However, certain autopolyploid species such as potato predominantly pair as bivalents (Swaminathan and Howard, 1953 ) and yet show no evidence for preferential pairing. Bivalent to multivalent ratios are no longer seen as an accurate method for determining pairing type.
More recent methods have used molecular markers, which carry a signature of the parental meioses. Comparing the observed segregation ratios of different marker types with those expected under an assumed pairing model is a simple test for pairing behaviour, but can be influenced by marker skewness, which may be caused by selection or other, unknown, factors. If preferential pairing is incomplete, marker segregation ratios cannot be tested against a fixed set of expected ratios (Allendorf and Danzmann, 1997) . Repulsion-phase linkages (i.e. linkage between markers which target the same genomic region but which tag alternative homologues of the chromosome) are also sensitive to deviations from random pairing. Initially, the identification of significant repulsion linkages was taken as evidence of disomic behaviour (Da Silva et al., 1993; Al-Janabi et al., 1994) . Later studies attempted to estimate the degree of preferential pairing from repulsion-phase recombination frequency estimates, although they relied on prior knowledge or assumptions about repulsion-phase inter-marker distances (Qu and Hancock, 2001; Cao et al., 2004) .
Recently, methods for creating integrated genetic maps in autotetraploid species using single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker data have been developed (Hackett et al., 2013; Bourke et al., 2016) . These methods offer the possibility of identifying repulsion-linkages that can help reveal pairing behaviour. Furthermore, methods to reconstruct offspring haplotypes in mapping populations of tetraploids have also become available (Hackett et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2016) . In particular, TETRAORIGIN (Zheng et al., 2016) provides the most likely predicted pairing structures per offspring (either in bivalents or quadrivalents), enabling the estimation of population-wide meiotic pairing behaviour as well as the strength of preferential pairing (q) should it exist.
In this study, we used a genotyped tetraploid mapping population of rose to investigate its meiotic behaviour. The 68K WagRhSNP array Schulz et al., 2016; Vukosavljev et al., 2016) was used to create an ultra-high-density tetraploid linkage map, enabling the quantification of preferential pairing, quadrivalent formation and double reduction during parental meiosis. In a previous study using simulated data it was hypothesised that preferential pairing could effectively be ignored in polyploid linkage mapping (up to a 70% deviation from random pairing) (Bourke et al., 2016) . In this study we had the opportunity to test this prediction by correcting each linkage map for the observed pairing behaviour and comparing them with those created under a random model.
RESULTS

Marker filtering and dosage assignment
All 68 893 SNPs on the WagRhSNP array were assayed by two probes, designed to anneal to the flanking sequence at both strands . Probes were independently scored in FITTETRA (Voorrips et al., 2011) and were filtered according to a number of quality criteria, such as containing at most 25% missing values (in a later filtering step after merging probes this was reduced to 10%), being non-skewed (P < 0.001) and containing fewer than 5% invalid or unexpected scores (Table S1 in the Supporting Information). Filtered probes were merged where possible, with conflicting probes being kept separate, using the mapping as a quality check. Although parents were genotyped in triplicate, two of the Parent 1 (P1) replicates showed high numbers of missing values and low concordance with the offspring (we suspect that some genotypes were incorrectly labelled during previous multiplication steps). Therefore, the replicate of P1 with the best concordance with the offspring scores was selected, whereas for P2 two of the three replicates were found to have few conflicts (0.4%) and could be merged. There were 28 109 segregating markers to begin mapping, with a good spread over the nine marker classes (Table S2 ). Nineteen pairs of duplicate individuals were identified (pairwise genotype correlation > 0.95). Two individuals with more than 10% missing values were also removed, resulting in a mapping population size of 151 individuals.
Linkage map construction under a tetrasomic model
We followed the mapping procedure as described for potato in Bourke et al. (2016) , although it was not possible to associate homologue (simplex 9 nulliplex, or S 9 N) clusters into chromosomal groups on the basis of repulsion-phase linkages due to more noise in the data. Instead, coupling linkages with duplex 9 nulliplex (D 9 N) markers were used to provide these associations. We used new marker ordering software MDSMAP (Preedy and Hackett, 2016) , which greatly facilitated the creation of integrated chromosomal linkage maps in this study. Rose is a predominantly tetrasomic species, and thus we can identify four homologous copies of each chromosome from each parent, assuming sufficient S 9 N and N 9 S markers exist. Over both parents and seven linkage groups there are therefore 4 9 7 9 2 = 56 homologue groups expected. Fifty-five of the expected 56 homologues were identified, following which we assigned every other marker type to both its most probable linkage group (chromosomes, termed integrated consensus map (ICM) groups 1-7, cf. Spiller et al. (2011) ) and homologue(s) using a linkage logarithm of odds (LOD) threshold of 3.
Estimation of preferential pairing parameters
Given an integrated linkage map and a population with dosage scores, TETRAORIGIN (Zheng et al., 2016) can be used to infer the identity-by-descent (IBD) probabilities for all offspring, useful for subsequent quantitative trait locus (QTL) analyses (Hackett et al., 2014) . Here, we used it to estimate preferential pairing between chromosomes. Using the assumption of bivalent pairing, we applied a v² test to the predicted bivalent counts under the hypothesis of random pairing (Table 1) . At a significance level of 0.001 three chromosomes exhibited unusual behaviour (ICM1 of P1 and ICM3 and ICM4 of P2), with an overrepresentation of one bivalent configuration and an under-representation of the other two, which was most extreme on chromosome ICM1 of P1 (96 out of 151 counts were of the same pairing configuration). For ICM5 in P1, there was a near-significant departure from random pairing (P = 0.002), but this arose from an under-representation of one configuration not two, which we have not attempted to model.
Preferential pairing estimated from repulsion-phase linkages
Preferential pairing has previously been deduced from repulsion-phase estimates between 'nearby' S 9 N marker pairs in other studies. We estimated the minimum resolution of recombination frequency (r min ) as approximately 0.0117 and found 73 386 repulsion S 9 N marker pairs in P1 and 103 496 pairs in P2 mapped to within this distance on the integrated map (Table S3 ). Of these, 2896 had significant evidence for non-tetrasomic behaviour (using a false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected threshold of 0.00081, where a = 0.05). Strong preferential pairing was identified on ICM1 in P1, confirming our previous findings. The negative log 10 (P) values of these tests are visualised in Figure 2 . The strength of significance was not constant across the chromosome, partly due to uneven marker distribution. However, in the case of ICM1 of P1 this appears to also be due to differences in pairing behaviour between chromosome arms. A possible model explaining this behaviour is represented in Figure 1 (b), in which variable pairing affinities are realised through a mixture of bivalent and non-random quadrivalent formation. Our estimated preferential pairing parameters corresponded well with those from TET-RAORIGIN (Table 2) , although ICM7 of P1 also shows a region of preferential pairing, which was not predicted by TETRAORIGIN. The strongest evidence for preferential pairing from repulsion-phase linkages remains that of ICM1 in P1 and ICM3 in P2.
Ultra-high density R. hybrida linkage maps, tailored for segmental allopolyploidy
We modified our pairwise recombination frequency framework to include preferential pairing and recalculated the recombination frequency, LOD score and phase for all affected linkage groups and then remapped these chromosomes using the amended estimates. For the vast majority of markers in the dataset there was no change in the assignment to chromosomes or homologues (i.e. marker phasing was unaffected). We found almost no difference in map order ( Figure 3 ) but there were some differences in map lengths (between À0.6 and 5.2 cM longer). We expected maps to be on average longer from previous work with simulated data, which showed that ignoring preferential pairing when it occurs will lead to an under-estimation of recombination frequency (Bourke et al., 2016) . In this population, the most extreme example of preferential The predicted number of offspring with bivalent pairing between homologues 1 and 2, and the second bivalent pairing between 3 and 4.
pairing was found on ICM 1 of P1 (q = 0.302, or about 45%), for which the corrected map was 5.21 cM longer. All linkage groups were densely covered with markers, with the largest gap being 4.32 cM on ICM1 (Table 3 ). The final integrated map positions of 25 695 markers, using the corrections for ICM1, ICM3 and ICM4 are provided in Table S4 . The closest-linked S 9 N marker positions on the SNP map to a set of previously mapped 1:1 segregating simple sequence repeat (SSR) and AFLP markers (KoningBoucoiran et al., 2012) are provided in Table S5 , which facilitated numbering the linkage groups according to the ICM numbering (Spiller et al., 2011) . 
Prediction of quadrivalents and double reduction
When TETRAORIGIN was rerun with the possibility of quadrivalent pairing, we found a relatively high proportion of quadrivalents predicted across all chromosomes in both parents, ranging from 38 to 64% in P1 and 44 to 67% in P2 (Table S6) . At a significance threshold of 0.001, we still found significant deviations from random pairing on ICM1, ICM3 and ICM4 (in the same parents, between the same homologues), but also on ICM6 of P1 and ICM7 of P2. In ICM6 of P1, the significant score stemmed from an underrepresentation of one bivalent pairing configuration. There was also some evidence for preferential pairing on ICM7 of P2, similar to the prediction made using the repulsionphase S 9 N markers (which was between the same two homologues). In other words, the results are consistent with those from the bivalent pairing model as well as from the analysis of repulsion-phase linkages, with a similar set of chromosomes and parents implicated each time. The double reduction plots ( Figure S1 ) were more jagged than those from a previous analysis of potato (Bourke et al., 2015) , suggesting some difficulty in predicting double reduction in this dataset, although we did observe an increase in the rate of double reduction away from the centromeres, reaching a maximum of between 5% and 10% at the telomeres ( Figure S1 ).
Haplotype diversity and pairing behaviour
Of the 25 695 mapped markers we could confidently assign full phase information to 20 090 of them (at least 10 linkages with LOD > 3 to a S 9 N homologue cluster), provided in Table S7 . This set of markers was used to visualise the distribution of markers over the parental homologues ( Figure S2 ). Using this marker subset, we compared the level of homology between homologues. There are 28 possible pairwise homologue combinations in a tetraploid cross, with 12 of these comparing withinparent haplotype diversity and 16 comparing between-parent diversity. There appeared to be no difference between the average within-parent homology versus between-parent homology ( Figure S3 ) suggesting that both parents carry haplotypes from the same breeding pool. The dissimilarity between haplotypes per parent varied greatly per chromosome, but could not be used as a predictor of pairing behaviour ( Figure S4 ). That said, for ICM1 of P1 we observed a high level of homology between h1 and h2 from 20 to 50 cM, and a high level of homology between h3 and h4 from 50 to 80 cM, consistent with the predicted preferential pairing conformation. The standard deviation of the estimate for q, the preferential pairing parameter between homologues h_a and h_b.
b
The number of non-negative recombination estimates on which the estimate of q was based.
c
The number of repulsion-pairs that showed significant evidence for non-tetrasomic behaviour. Chm, Chromosome. 
Synteny analysis with Fragaria vesca
Synteny has already been reported between Rosa and woodland strawberry (Gar et al., 2011; Kirov et al., 2014; Vukosavljev et al., 2016) . In this study, we provide the most detailed picture of this synteny to date (Figure 4a ), which helps confirm the marker order of our maps. Fragaria chromosomes Fv1 and Fv6 are closely related to rose ICM2 and ICM3, with what appears to have been a reciprocal translocation occurring between them. We identified a major telomeric inversion between the gene orders on strawberry chromosome 5 and rose ICM7, as well as a second possible inversion on rose ICM6 or strawberry Fv2 (compare the outer track of Figure 4a ). There is also a small fragment of the strawberry genome assembly that is currently unassigned (Fv0) with synteny to rose ICM5 from 34.8 to 48.1 cM. This suggests that this unassembled fragment should form part of chromosome Fv3, between 10.5 and 14.9 Mb. We were unable to locate the pericentromeric regions of rose from this comparison; this may be due to the method of marker development for the WagRhSNP array, which used transcriptome data (targeting gene-rich euchromatin rather than heterochromatin) to identify marker sequences. A set of 176 non-segregating D 9 N markers and 7 nonsegregating N 9 D markers, which were originally filtered from the dataset, were double-checked against the BLAST results. Although these markers cannot be genetically mapped, they provide an indication of disomic behaviour (since they are present on exclusively pairing homologues). Eighty-one of these markers produced a BLAST hit (72 of which had a BLAST E-value <1 9 10 À20 ), and all 81 mapped to Fragaria chromosome 7, for which we have unambiguous evidence for synteny with rose ICM1 (Figure 4a) . Their putative positions ranged from 12.14 to 19.87 Mb on the strawberry physical map (Table S8) , which corresponds to the genetic region 47.7-65.9 cM on rose ICM1. Interestingly, this is precisely the region for which the most highly disomic repulsion-phase estimates were previously identified ( Figure 4b ) and they therefore provide further evidence for highly preferential pairing on this chromosome in this parent, which may be confined to a specific chromosomal region. Regarding the non-segregating N 9 D markers, only two produced BLAST hits, one to Fv4 and the other to Fv5 (Table S8) , which show synteny to rose ICM4 and ICM7 respectively, consistent with our previous findings.
DISCUSSION
Non-uniform distribution of preferential pairing
The observations in this study suggest that preferential pairing is not uniformly distributed in the rose genome. We detected differences in pairing behaviour between parents, among chromosomes and even along a single chromosome where pairing behaviour can be preferential at one chromosome arm but tetrasomic at the other. The original description of segmental allopolyploidy does not preclude this sort of behaviour (Stebbins, 1947) . Indeed, in keeping with Stebbins' description, Rosa displays many characteristics of an autopolyploid, with evidence for quadrivalent pairing and double reduction as well as the majority of our marker data fitting a tetrasomic segregation model. We have established with this work that rose may be categorised as a segmental allotetraploid, although it is impossible to predict whether this is ultimately a stable conformation (Sybenga, 1996) and whether it is genuswide rather than population-specific. We have uncovered evidence that the strength of pairing can vary along a chromosome, potentially complicating genetic studies and methodologies, which invariably start with some assumptions about the uniformity of pairing behaviour. This is not the first reported instance of intra-chromosomal 'mixosomy'; in rainbow trout it has been proposed that there may be 'residual tetrasomy' (Allendorf and Danzmann, 1997) leading to variable pairing behaviour along a chromosome, albeit with disomic regions confined to the more central regions. A similar phenomenon has also recently been reported in peanut (Leal-Bertioli et al., 2015; Nguepjop et al., 2016) . It is possible that the pairing behaviour in cultivated tetraploid Rosa is a consequence of its rather exotic pedigree, similar to an observation on the increased occurrence of mixed segregation patterns in trout populations derived from interspecific hybridisation (Allendorf et al., 2015) . On the other hand, if rose is the result of hybridisation among 7-14 species, it is surprising that most chromosomes of this cross exhibit random pairing. Species hybridisation may exhibit tetrasomic pairing if the underlying species are young, as suggested by a previous study of the low levels of variation in ribosomal and chloroplast markers in rose (Wissemann and Ritz, 2005) . Cultivated roses have an unusual recent pedigree (which ornamental species in particular, but also many other It is also worth noting here that preferential pairing and marker skewness are different phenomena that may be confused. Marker skewness can be caused by selection and can cause problems in linkage map construction (Van Ooijen and Jansen, 2013). For example, lethality or reduced fitness is unlikely to be caused by a combination of alleles present in one of the parents (since that parent is alive); therefore cross-parental lethal combinations are more probable, which will not result in a preferential pairing signal in one of the parents. Similarly, if selection is positive (e.g. at a resistance locus) then the skewness is not in favour of a particular combination of parental homologues but rather of specific allele(s); in cases where there are two functional copies in a single parent the effect would appear as selection against a particular homologue combination (i.e. 'unpreferential' pairing). In any case, in this study we only mapped non-skewed markers, so that all our evidence for preferential pairing comes from markers with no significant skewness. This is also visualised in Figure S5 , showing that skewness levels among mapped markers were essentially uniform across the rose genome.
Predicting pairing behaviour through homology
We were interested to see whether pairing behaviour might be predicted from the homology as defined by our haplotype-specific linkage maps. We chose a simple dissimilarity measure to analyse the diversity between homologues in this study, similar to the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) measure used in population genetics studies . We did not observe any clear relationship between homology as estimated from the mapped markers and pairing behaviour. However, as in all mapping studies, our data were biased towards higher diversities since only segregating markers can be included on a genetic map. We should therefore treat these results with caution as they do not give a complete picture of homology, which only sequencing can fully reveal. Telomeric homology, where pairing initiation is thought to occur (Sved, 1966; Sybenga, 1975; Cifuentes et al., 2010) , might have more influence than chromosome-length homology and could be a target of future sequencing efforts to clarify this.
Tailored genetic linkage maps
In this study we generated genetic linkage maps tailored to the particular pairing behaviour of each chromosome. We could have further refined our maps by allowing the estimate for the rate of preferential pairing to vary along the chromosome arms if this was deemed necessary. However, in this population the rate of preferential pairing on the affected chromosomes was sufficiently low that we could have ignored it in map construction. We can confirm our prediction that linkage mapping can be safely performed under the assumption of random pairing up to a level of preferential pairing as high as 70% (q = 0.467), after which estimates become seriously biased (Bourke et al., 2016) . This finding is likely to be welcomed by researchers in Rosa, for which the assumption of tetrasomic inheritance has generally been used. In this study, we used D 9 N markers to provide links between putative homologue clusters of S 9 N markers (helping to identify chromosomal linkage groups). However, these may not always be informative in cases of extreme preferential pairing, where simplex 9 simplex (S 9 S) markers may need to be used to provide cross-homologue linkages instead.
Synteny between Rosa and Fragaria
In this study we used the close relationship between Rosa and Fragaria to confirm the order and organisation of the linkage maps produced, as well as allowing us to position a set of non-segregating D 9 N markers which were indicative of extreme preferential pairing in a distal region of maternal chromosome ICM1. It also yielded a detailed picture of the high level of genomic conservation between these species (Figure 4a,b) . Both Rosa and Fragaria belong to the Rosoideae clade (in the Potentilleae and Roseae tribes, respectively), whose divergence is estimated to have occurred approximately 60 million years ago (Mya) (Xiang et al., 2017) . High levels of gene conservation have also been reported in the grass family, for example (Bennetzen, 2007) . On the other hand, despite an estimated divergence time of 27 Mya, there is a much more striking difference in the genomic configuration of Brassica rapa and Arabidopsis thaliana (Murat et al., 2015) , although this could be due to the fact that Brassicaceae possess an exceptionally high rate of biological radiation and diversification (Franzke et al., 2011) . It is tempting to speculate on why rates of genomic divergence differ between plant families (e.g. the level of activity of transposable elements within the genome; Bennetzen and Wang, 2014) , although such a meta-analysis using data across multiple plant families has yet to appear in the literature. What our study does make clear is that the published reference sequence of F. vesca continues to be a very useful genomic resource for the rose research community, at least until such time as a rose sequence becomes publically available.
Concluding remarks
In this study we have applied a novel approach for detecting and quantifying the level of preferential pairing in a tetraploid biparental population of cut rose, and used this information to refine our estimates of recombination to produce a tailored genetic map of this economically important species. We found conclusive evidence for parent-specific preferential pairing behaviour on three chromosomes whereas the other chromosomes showed tetrasomic behaviour. The picture that emerges is that the meiotic behaviour in polyploids may be difficult to predict without detailed analysis. We found that meiotic pairing behaviour can vary from chromosome to chromosome and from genotype to genotype, and perhaps even along chromosome arms. Tools which utilise chromosome-wide inheritance information across all homologues are very powerful for revealing underlying meiotic mechanisms and confirm our findings using repulsion-phase linkage information as well as information from syntenic mapping of non-segregating duplex markers to infer inheritance type. We uncovered a detailed picture of conserved synteny with the closely related woodland strawberry, highlighting both telomeric inversions and reciprocal translocations which occurred somewhere in the lineages of one or both of these species. Our ultra-high-density linkage map will facilitate downstream applications such as current efforts at genome assembly as well as providing a basis for detailed QTL analysis in the future.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Plant material, DNA isolation and genotyping
The tetraploid 'K5' cut rose mapping population, consisting of 172 individuals of the cross between 'P540' (mother) and 'P867' (father), was used in this study (Figure 1c ). This population has previously been used in studies on powdery mildew (Podosphaera pannosa) resistance (Yan et al., 2006) , a range of morphological traits (Gitonga et al., 2014 (Gitonga et al., , 2016 , stomatal functioning (Carvalho et al., 2015) and linkage map construction using AFLP and SSR markers (Koning-Boucoiran et al., 2012) . Genomic DNA was extracted from freeze-dried young leaves, using the DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, http://www.qiagen.com/) following the protocol of Esselink et al. (2003) . Samples were sent to Affymetrix (http:// www.affymetrix.com/) for genotyping using the WagRhSNP 68K Axiom SNP array . This array targets 68 893 SNPs with every SNP targeted with two probes (which we refer to as the P and Q probes). Both parents were genotyped in triplicate (two biological replicates and one technical replicate).
Genotype calling and data preparation
The SNP array data were converted into dosage scores using the FITTETRA package (Voorrips et al., 2011) . Quality checks were subsequently performed to ensure consistency between the parental scores and those of the offspring, and to check for the possibility of 'shifts' in dosage assignments which can occur when fewer than the five possible dosage classes occur. As each SNP was targeted with two probes (P and Q), the genotype calls for these probe pairs had to be compared and merged if they were found to be consistent (<10% conflicts, where missing values were not considered conflicting), with conflicting scores made missing. Probes with more than 10% conflicting scores (including parental scores) were kept as separate markers, by appending the letters 'P' and 'Q' to the marker names. Markers with more than 10% missing values were removed from the dataset, as well as those markers showing highly skewed segregation patterns under either a tetrasomic or disomic model (P < 0.001).
In a tetraploid genotyped using bi-allelic SNP markers, the possible dosage classes range from nulliplex (zero copies of the alternative allele, coded 'N') to quadruplex (four copies, coded 'Q'), with marker segregation types defined by their parental scores. Marker dosage scores were recoded as described in Bourke et al. (2016) , resulting in nine marker classes (S 9 N, N 9 S, D 9 N, N 9 D, S 9 S, S 9 T, S 9 D, D 9 S, D 9 D). Duplicate individuals were identified by genotype pairs with an unusually high correlation (>95% similar scores); these individuals were merged (if both scores were present and conflicting, the merged score was made missing). Individuals with more than 10% missing values were also removed.
Marker clustering and linkage group assignment
Initially, the simplex 9 nulliplex (S 9 N) and nulliplex 9 simplex (N 9 S) markers were clustered using the LOD for linkage. A LOD value of 4 was found to split the data evenly, with clusters of 15 or more markers selected as candidate homologue groups. In P1 this resulted in 29 clusters, one more than the 28 expected. Each cluster was then tested over a range of thresholds (from LOD 4 to LOD 10) to ensure the markers remained clustered together. In P2 at a LOD threshold of 4, 28 clusters were identified. Two of these clusters split at LOD 5, resulting in 30 P2 clusters. These clusters were subsequently assigned to linkage groups using their linkage to D 9 N (or N 9 D) markers, which provide cross-homologue linkage. Where more than four putative homologues were present, the predicted phasing across clusters was used to merge these into single homologues. In total, 28 P1 homologues across seven chromosomes were identified, and 27 P2 homologues across seven chromosomes in P2 (i.e. we missed one P2 homologue). Chromosomes were renumbered according to the ICM numbering previously introduced (Spiller et al., 2011) , through linkage with SSR markers from a previous study (Koning-Boucoiran et al., 2012) . All other marker segregation types were subsequently assigned to both chromosomes and homologues based on their linkage to S 9 N markers (LOD > 3).
Linkage analysis and map construction under a tetrasomic model
Pairwise linkage analysis between all marker types was performed per chromosome and per parent. The maximum likelihood framework used to estimate the (phased) recombination frequency and LOD score under the assumption of random bivalent pairing (i.e. no double reduction and no preferential pairing) has already been described elsewhere (Hackett et al., 2013; Bourke et al., 2016) . Pairwise marker phasing was primarily based on likelihood maximisation (Hackett et al., 2013) frequency was used to phase S 9 S marker pairs (as described in Bourke et al. (2016) ).
A prototype version of the MDSMAP software was kindly made available by its authors for use in map ordering (Preedy and Hackett, 2016) . Maps were produced using unconstrained weighted metric multidimensional scaling (with LOD 2 as weights and using Haldane's mapping function) followed by principal curve fitting in two dimensions. Poorly mapping markers were identified either as outliers in the PCO plots (judged by eye) or as those with a nearest-neighbour fit that exceeded 5. Such markers were removed, and up to three rounds of MDSMAP were performed until stable maps free of outlying markers were produced. The final map positions of the 705 pairs of (unmerged) P and Q probes were compared. In 235 cases, one of the probes was lost (either during the clustering stage or later when outliers were removed from the linkage maps) and the remaining probe was taken as the consensus marker. In cases where both probes were mapped, only 148 mapped less than 1 cM apart and had the same parental dosages; these probes could be merged while the rest were discarded. The mapping procedure was repeated using the amended dataset.
Estimation of a preferential pairing parameter
We modelled preferential pairing in the context of bivalent pairing by considering deviations q from the expected probabilities under a random model, where the probability of pairing between homologues 1 and 2, and between 3 and 4 (denoted 12/34) is ⅓ + q, and that between 13/24 or 14/23 is ⅓ À (q/2). We avoided simultaneously estimating a preferential pairing factor and a recombination frequency (which was found to lead to an overestimation of the level of preferential pairing; Wu et al., 2002) , in favour of a two-step procedure that first estimates a map using two-point tetrasomic linkage analysis and then revises those estimates when a preferential pairing factor has been determined using a multipoint hidden Markov model (HMM) approach (Zheng et al., 2016) .
The marker data were simplified by rounding marker positions to the nearest cM, after which one of each marker segregation type was selected at each cM position. Where more than one marker of a particular type was present at a locus, the marker with the fewest missing values was chosen. TETRAORIGIN provides the most likely bivalent pairing in each individual (classes 12/34, 13/24 or 14/23). We renumbered homologues such that the pairing configuration with the highest predicted count in TETRAORIGIN was 12/34 etc. We then applied a v² test on the counts of each class to test for deviations from ⅓ (P < 0.001). If the number of structures predicted in each of the three pairing classes are n 1 , n 2 and n 3 and assuming n 1 ≥ n 2 and n 1 ≥ n 3 , the likelihood function given the observed counts is:
Solving the likelihood equation leads to the maximum likelihood estimate for q:q ¼ 2 3 n 1 À 1 3 ðn 2 þ n 3 Þ n 1 þ n 2 þ n 3 TETRAORIGIN was re-run, allowing for the possibility of quadrivalent pairing in the offspring, to investigate the level of double reduction and to see whether preferential pairing was still predicted under a model that included quadrivalents. The rate of double reduction was determined per locus as the average of the haplotype probabilities that exceeded 1 across the population.
Preferential pairing estimated from repulsion-phase linkages
We estimated the error rate in the genotype data from pairs of duplicated individuals, of which 19 pairs were identified. The approximate error rate was taken as the average conflict rate over all duplicate pairs. We followed Brzustowicz et al. (1993) in their definition of the correspondence between the true (h 0 ) and apparent (φ) rates of recombination given an error rate s (Brzustowicz et al., 1993; Hackett and Broadfoot, 2003 )
The minimum resolution of recombination frequency in a mapping population of size N and missing value rate of l is r min % [2 (1 À l)N] À1 (Bourke et al., 2016) , assuming error-free data. In the presence of errors, the above equation then implies:
We identified all pairs of S 9 N or N 9 S markers that mapped within this distance (r = 0.0117) on different homologues (repulsion pairs). Under a purely disomic model, the repulsion-phase maximum likelihood estimate for the recombination frequency is given by r disom = (n 00 + n 11 )/(n 00 + n 01 + n 10 + n 11 ), where n 01 is the number of offspring with a dosage of 0 at marker A and a dosage of 1 at marker B etc. If inheritance is tetrasomic, this estimate never falls below ⅓ (Qu and Hancock, 2001; Bourke et al., 2015) . This forms the basis of a binomial test (H 0 :r disom ≥ 1/3), corrected for multiple testing using the FDR with a = 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) . This identified cross-homologue pairs that showed significant deviations from a tetrasomic model. We then estimated a preferential pairing parameter for the homologue combinations that showed significant evidence of preferential pairing. For two repulsion-phase S 9 N markers A and B located at the same genetic position, the recombination frequency estimate between them is a function of independent assortment with no contribution from cross-overs (Qu and Hancock, 2001) . Given a preferential pairing parameter q, the probabilities of observing each of the classes n 00 , n 01 , n 10 , n 11 in the offspring are
respectively. This leads to the following equation:
Solving for q yields the maximum likelihood estimate for the preferential pairing parameter:
We recorded the mean (and standard deviation) of the nonnegative estimates to generate pairing-specific estimates of q.
Linkage analysis of a segmental allopolyploid
Having estimated the strength of preferential pairing for all affected linkage groups, we re-estimated the pairwise recombination frequencies for these cases. The maximum likelihood estimates for recombination frequency were derived in Mathematica (Wolfram Research Inc., 2014) subsequently reassigned to chromosomes and homologues given the updated information, and the maps were re-calculated using MDSMAP (Preedy and Hackett, 2016) .
Visualisation and quantification of haplotype diversity
A subset of 20 431 markers for which there were at least 10 significant linkages (LOD > 3) to each of the expected number of homologue clusters was used to define haplotypes. These allowed us to examine pairwise diversity between homologues to investigate the relationship between homologue similarity and pairing behaviour. We defined a simple dissimilarity measure between homologues A and B within a window centred at marker position j as:
where d A,i is the SNP allele score of homologue A at marker position i (either '0' or '1') and N j is the number of markers within a 5-cM sliding window around each marker position j.
Integration with SSR and AFLP map
A genetic linkage map of the same population using SSR and AFLP markers has already been published (Koning-Boucoiran et al., 2012) . We initially attempted to map all markers together, but found that the SSR/AFLP markers tended to cluster together at the ends of a linkage group, suggesting high tension between the two marker datasets. Linkage between SSR/AFLP markers and the set of S 9 N (or N 9 S) markers was evaluated, with the three most significant linkages recorded, giving these markers approximate positions on the SNP map.
Synteny analysis with F. vesca
The expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from which the WagRhSNP 68K Axiom SNP array markers were derived were used in a BLASTn search against the woodland strawberry genome assembly (F. vesca v.2.0.a1 pseudomolecules, downloaded on 19 September 2016 from http://www.rosaceae.org) with 'N' used at the SNP position, as provided in Supplementary Table 2 of Koning-Boucoiran et al. (2015) . An E-value threshold of 1 9 10 À20 was used to retain only highly homologous hits, with multiple hits filtered out to avoid targeting multigene families. The rose linkage maps were orientated according to the order on the Fragaria genome sequence (as in Vukosavljev et al., 2016) , and the resulting synteny was visualised using CIRCOS software (Krzywinski et al., 2009) . The most likely map positions of a set of non-segregating D 9 N markers were also determined based on the position of their hit in the strawberry genome, providing additional indications for disomic segregation.
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